SECURITY IS EVERYONE’S CONCERN... BUT IT IS OUR BUSINESS
Premier Security Equipment & Services Company is a “Customer-centric” organization who believes in delivering innovative solutions to our clients along with growing and challenging environment for our employees.

We are one of the Growing System Integrators in Qatar with MOI – SSD Approval for designing and Implementing CCTV System in Qatar.

The senior Management Professionals are having enormous amount of local and international experience with multifaceted responsibility in the area of strategic planning, business excellence, engineering, technical support, project management.

The company has been operating in Qatar from 2006 onwards under the wing of Qatar International Electrical Company and had evolved as separate entity from 2013 onwards.


WE OPERATE IN THREE VERTICALS

- Security & Surveillance System
- Telecommunication, Network & Safety System
- LED Lighting / Lighting Control System
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Premier Security Equipment & Services Company is a "Customer-centric" organization who believes in delivering innovative solutions to our clients along with growing and challenging environment for our employees.

We are one of the Growing System Integrators in Qatar with MOI-SSD Approval for designing and implementing CCTV System in Qatar.

The senior Management Professionals are having enormous amount of local and international experience with multifaceted responsibility in the area of strategic planning, business excellence, engineering, technical support, project management.

The company has been operating in Qatar from 2006 onwards under the wing of Qatar International Electrical Company and had evolved as separate entity from 2013 onwards.

**OUR GROUP OF COMPANIES**

We operate in three verticals:

- Security & Surveillance System
- Telecommunication, Network & Safety System
- LED Lighting / Lighting Control System

---

**AVIGILON**

Avigilon a Canadian brand designs, develops, and manufactures video analytics, network video management software and hardware, and surveillance cameras.

**HIKVISION**

Hikvision, is a supplier of video surveillance products and solutions based in Hangzhou, China. They produce Smart IP cameras, HD analog cameras, speed domes, NVRs, DVRs, video management software, encoders, decoders, and other elements of sophisticated security systems.

**AXIS**

Axis is a Swedish-based company, market leader in network video and in the category surveillance cameras. Product area; network cameras, video encoders, accessories and application software.

**360 VISION**

360 Vision Technology has built a solid reputation for the design and manufacture of a range of innovative and robust CCTV surveillance camera and control solutions.

**KEDACOM**

KEDACOM, is a leading video and security products and solutions provider, specialized in 4G mobile Vehicle solution and 4G Body worn devices apart from the conventional CCTV Products. They have quality products applicable for homeland security and military applications. They also produce Video conferencing solution.

**SAMSUNG HANWHA TECHWIN**

They provide the complete range of CCTV products which are more applicable for commercial application their product includes - Security Cameras - Network systems - IP kits - Recording solutions - Storage solutions - camera lenses - Monitors - controller systems.
**MILESTONE**
- Milestone Systems is a global industry leader in open platform IP video management software.

**SENSOR ACCESS**
- Sensor offer an extensive range of readers such as smart card, UHF and bio-metric readers as well as a variety of controllers and software packages.

**AVIGILON**
- Access control from Avigilon starts with a platform that can scale to the needs and ever-changing environment of your business.

**UBER GARD - KEY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM**
- Uber GARD is a leading provider of web-enabled Key Management Systems and Smart Security Control System
  - iKLAS RFID • iKLAS M • iKLAS V

**MOBATIME**
- MOBATIME - a trademark of Moser-Baer Ltd., Switzerland - is your partner for solutions in time systems
  - Time Server • Master Clocks • Analog Clocks • Digital Clocks • Large Clocks

**CENTRAL BATTERY SYSTEM - AWEX**
- Awex offers a full range of emergency lighting devices meeting European norms and standards.
  - Emergency Escape Luminaries • Emergency Exit signs • Central Systems • system LPS, Central Battery
  - Monitoring systems and soft wares.
Neumann Elektronik GmbH is 60 years old company, which is one of the leading manufacturer for high-quality solutions for all Industrial sectors including Oil & Gas, Chemical and Steel Industries.

TUTONDO offers wide range of aesthetic designer Speakers with Hi-Fi sound and high quality products suitable for palaces, Villas, restaurants, Hotels and resorts. They also provide evacuation system for High raised buildings.

Commend product portfolio covers the complete requirement of Commercial door Intercom to the high end Industrial Intercom requirements.

Anjubao has developed into the leading brand in the community.

Klaxon Signals are specialized in the design and manufacture of world-class signaling equipment and Mass Evacuation equipment.
WHITE ROSE
White Rose have a wide range of products which is of very high quality and robust to cater to the physical security system.

♦ Turnstile ♦ Road Blockers ♦ Barriers ♦ Stainless Steel LED Bollards ♦ Under Vehicle scanning system ♦ Dock Lever ♦ Sliding & Revolving Doors ♦ Garden gate Motors ♦ Rail Track Measurement ♦ Trap System ♦ Generators

SENSORMATIC
Tyco provides you with genuine Sensormatic Loss Prevention featuring components that work uniquely together to provide optimal merchandise protection.

♦ People Counting ♦ Hard Tags ♦ labels ♦ Detection systems ♦ Detachers and Deactivators ♦ EAS intelligence ♦ Inventory intelligence

ARCHANGEL DEVICE
Archangel Device creates and distributes high quality safety products to a myriad of industries and markets.
Archangel Device aims to be the leading defender of your personal safety.

LED SCREEN
We have collaborated with Korean (Hyosung – Galaxia) and Chinese companies to design and install high quality LED screens for malls, warehouse, commercial buildings, stadiums etc.

LED LIGHTINGS
We provide complete range of LED Lights and light fixtures used for commercial applications like malls, warehouses, stadiums, Buildings etc.
Our suppliers ♦ Narotek – Korean ♦ Hyosung – Galaxia-Korean ♦ Metro Light – USA (Specialized in Gas Station lighting)

DEV-TECH
Design, develop and manufacture Energy Efficient Devices & Control Monitoring Systems for Outdoor Lighting which is Smart City Application.

♦ PLC based controlling system ♦ RF based street light controlling system
• Guest Room Management • Conference System • Sound Systems • Hospital automation system

• Track Busway (Data center power distribution)
• US Safety Trolley • Plug in Raceways • 380V DC Solutions - Critical Power monitor

• IT Infrastructure Storage Solutions
• Data center network solutions
• Ethernet switches

EMC2

EMC is a leading provider of IT storage hardware solutions to promote data backup and recovery and accelerate the journey to cloud computing. • Data storage solutions • Virtual Storage Solution
Mindstec is a leader in AV distribution and has been responsible for bringing the latest cutting-edge technology to these regions at an affordable price.

FHF TELEPHONE

German based company which are specialized in weatherproof, Explosion proof emergency telephone system. Also specialized in providing acoustic hoods for High noise Industrial applications.

RUGGEDIZED TOUCHPADS

We have wide range of products for ruggedized Laptops, touchpads, Medical Tablets, Rugged Handhelds, Industrial PCs and Mobile Docking stations.

CISCO WEBEX

WebEx Communications Inc. is a company that provides on-demand collaboration, online meeting, web conferencing and video conferencing applications.

VTS GMBH

Vision Technology Systems is a manufacturer of Medical Products in the field of Medical Supply Systems. Manufacturing of bed head units, head walls and architectural solutions for the patient room.

DISABLED ALARM / NURSE CALL SYSTEM

We provide complete solution from Tyco care communication solutions for both Nurse call system and disables alarm system for the health care and hotel industry.
SALWA RESORT & SPA

This is a Luxurious 5 Star Hotel resort which is spread over approximately 200,000 square meters, located in Salwa Road - Doha. It includes Hotel with 78 rooms & suites, outdoor and indoor swimming pools & spa, a choice of 29 villas with residential units with Green parks.

AQUA PARK

Aqua Park is the only Water Themed amusement park Located 15 Km away from the Doha city. The park extends to an area of 50,000 square meters and a capacity of over 3,000 visitors. The park features an enormous "wave pool", an “activity pool”, a “lazy river”; a multiple slides complex (14 to 20 meters high and extra charges for bigger ones), an exotic village, a family pool, a bar and restaurant.

MINISTRY OF INTERIOR - BASE STATION SURVEILLANCE

We have Provided CCTV surveillance system for 20 Base station all over Qatar. The system has its local recording in high resolution in NVR Server and remotely monitored in MOI- Telecom Command center.


AQUA PARK

System Installed: 110 IP HD Cameras, 150 Terabyte NVR Storage, Work station PCs -- 2 Nos., NVR Servers -- 3 Nos., Monitors -- 9 Nos., 6 KVA UPS - 1 No., 3 KVA UPS - 1 No., 24 Port Fiber Core Switch - 2 Nos., 24 Port GB Switch - 2 Nos, 8 Port Industrial Outdoor Switch - 21 Nos. Including Access control for Control room. This project is a complete turnkey project which includes supply, cables, cabling, Conduiting Installation, Termination including Fiber optic splicing, Testing commissioning of the complete system, including the MOI Approval.

MINISTRY OF INTERIOR - BASE STATION SURVEILLANCE

System Installed: 80 IP HD Cameras, 15 Terabyte NVR Storage in Each location with total of 300 TB Storage, Centralised VMS monitoring. This project includes supply, Installation, Termination, Testing commissioning of the complete system.
Alarm system.
System Installed: 235 + speakers (Weather proof / ATEX Ex-proof), 5 Cabinets located in different locations. The scope includes supply, Installation, testing and commissioning of the PAGA System

MINISTRY OF INTERIOR - RUGGEDIZED TOUCH PADS

We supplied Ruggedized Touchpads with inbuilt GPS, Barcode Reader installed near the front dashboard of the MOI Vehicles. The touch pads are windows based with different customized software installed by MOI for communicating to the command center. We supplied 100 touchpads to MOI with the scope includes the supply installation, testing and commissioning.

MINISTRY OF INTERIOR - ENATEL UPS

We supplied 48VDC Enatel UPS System to MOI to power their critical power for the telecom system. 15 UPS System was supplied to various polices stations in Doha and also we supplied the main UPS for interfacing the Surveillance system of Kahrama NCC with the MOI System. The scope of the supply includes the supply, Installation, Termination, testing and commissioning of the UPS system along with all cables and cabling.

MINISTRY OF INTERIOR - 4G MOBILE SOLUTION

We have provided 4G Mobile Vehicle solution for 50 Vehicles with High resolution recording in Ruggedized recording unit and videos are transmitted through 4G Modem in the vehicle. Monitoring on different command centers for several departments integrated with MOI- Telecom Command center through Milestone VMS.

System Installed: 50 PTZ IP Ruggedized Camera, 100 Fixed IP Camera, 50 Vehicle Ruggedized mobile NVR, 10 Body worn wireless Jacket, Central VMS Software integrated with Milestone. The project includes supply, Installation, Termination, Testing commissioning of the complete system.

We were awarded for the complete PAGA System for the fuel receiving stations package for Q-JET which was known as CP-16. The project was executed along with Punjilloyd Ltd. We installed Systems in 5 different locations interconnected by LAN network. The system had interface with PABX and had voice recording feature for announcement. The system was integrated with Fire Beacons, Centralised redundant Servers located in two Control rooms and linked through IP network. 42U located all over island, 4000 + Speakers, 1000+ ATEX / Weather proof Speakers, 400+ ATEX / weather proof speakers, 4 Desktop call stallions received from QP- Refinery.

We supplied the complete PAGA and Siren system directly. We supplied the Fire features to the Fuel Equipment. The complete PAGA and Siren System was integrated with Fire Alarm system. The project was known as CP-16. The project was executed along with Punjilloyd Ltd. We installed Systems in 5 different locations interconnected by LAN network. The system had interface with PABX and had voice recording feature for announcement. The system was integrated with Fire Beacons, Centralised redundant Servers located in two Control rooms and linked through IP network.
We were awarded for the complete PAGA System for the fuel receiving stations package for Q-JET which was known as CP-16. The project was executed along with Punjlloyd Ltd. We installed systems in 5 different locations interconnected by LAN network. The system had interface with PABX and had voice recording feature for announcement. The system was integrated with Fire Alarm system.

**System Installed:** 235 + speakers (Weather proof / ATEX Ex-proof), 5 Cabinets located in different locations. The scope includes supply, installation, testing and commissioning of the PAGA System.

**MINISTRY OF INTERIOR**

We supplied Ruggedized Touchpads with inbuilt GPS, Barcode Reader installed near the front dashboard of the MOI Vehicles. The touch pads are windows based with different customized software installed by MOI for communicating to the command center. We supplied 100 pieces of touchpads to MOI with the scope includes the supply, installation, testing, and commissioning.

**MINISTRY OF INTERIOR**

We supplied 48VDC Enatel UPS System to MOI to power their critical power for the telecom system. 15 UPS Systems was supplied to various police stations in Doha and also we supplied the main UPS for interfacing the Surveillance system of Kahrama NCC with the MOI system. The scope of the supply includes the supply, installation, termination, testing, and commissioning of the UPS system along with all cables and cabling.

**MINISTRY OF INTERIOR**

We have provided 4G Mobile Vehicle solution for 50 Vehicles with high resolution recording in Ruggedized recording unit and videos are transmitted through 4G Modem in the vehicle. Monitoring on different command centers for several departments integrated with MOI Telecom Command center through Milestone VMS.

**System Installed:** 50 PTZ IP Ruggedized Camera, 100 Fixed IP Camera, 50 Vehicle Ruggedized mobile NVR, 10 Body worn wireless Jacket, Central VMS software integrated with Milestone. The project includes supply, installation, termination, testing, commissioning of the complete system.

**HALUL ISLAND**

*PAGA SYSTEM*

We supplied the complete PAGA System for the Halul Island (Qatar Petroleum). Halul island is an important Off-shore location where the crude oils generated from platforms are stored and shipped to different countries. This project was implemented with different contractors.

System Installed: 54 Cabinets of 42U located all over island, 4000+ Speakers, 1000+ ATEX / Weather proof Speakers, 400+ ATEX / weather proof Beacons, Centralised redundant Servers located in two Control rooms and linked through IP network.

**SEEF LTD**

*PAGA & SIREN SYSTEM*

This is the EPIC Project awarded to us directly. We supplied the complete PAGA and siren system for the SEEF Plant which is located in Mesaieed. They manufacture HAB used for cosmetics and detergents from the raw material received from QP Refinery.

System Installed: 2 Cabinets of 42U located in process and tank areas, 500 ATEX Speakers, 8 ATEX Sirens with ATEX Controller cabinets, 25 ATEX Flashing Beacons, Cables, cabling and Poles.

**QATAR STEEL**

*INDUSTRIAL INTERCOM SYSTEM*

We were awarded 3 separate contracts to install Intercom system in DR1, DR2 and Lime calcining plants. The project is a complete turnkey project executed successfully by us which includes cables, cabling, conduits, conduits erection, testing and commissioning of the complete system.

**System Installed:** 80+ Weather proof / ATEX intercom stations, 6 Cabinets of 42U Size located in equipment rooms, 175 Weather proof speakers.

**STAR STEEL PLANT (HAMRYA – UAE)**

*INDUSTRIAL INTERCOM SYSTEM*

We installed intercom system in Star steel plant located in Hamrya Free zone, U.A.E. The project includes supply, installation, testing commissioning of the industrial intercom system.

System Installed: 25+ Weather proof intercom stations, 1 Cabinet of 42U Size located in equipment rooms, 45 Weather proof speakers, 4 Desktop call stallions.